Recent experimental studies on the medium sized TCV tokamak focus on the physics of innovative divertor concepts including the snowflake divertor (SFD) and their utility for a fusion reactor. The longer connection length and larger divertor volume of a SFD in a reactor promise lower peak heat fluxes onto the divertor targets and, in particular, an easier access to detached divertor conditions. In a SFD, power losses can be distributed between three divertor legs, out of four, leading to a natural reduction of the total heat load at the targets. Moreover, it is predicted that the cross-field transport associated with the ExB particle drift velocities, in the null region, is enhanced compared to the singlenull divertor (SND) configuration leading to a further peak heat flux reduction. Measured target profiles support this mechanism. Compared to SND, experiments to increase the radiation fraction in the SFD in TCV have shown disparate results for increased deuterium fuelling and neon seeding, probably as a consequence of the TCV specific modifications of the scrape-off layer (SOL). An increase of the radiation with neon seeding in the SFD configuration may be the consequence of the increased SOL volume near the relatively hot null region that favors neon radiation, whereas the increase of the radiation with deuterium fueling, presumably by increasing the carbon content, in the SND might be the consequence of the increased volume of the relatively cold far-SOL which benefits to carbon impurity radiation. Any extrapolation of the observations in present devices to a reactor, however, has to be based on validated physics models.
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Progress in the validation process is being made by extending the suite of codes that can address the complex topology of the SFD and by enhancing the operational diagnostic capabilities of the TCV facility.
